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ABSTRACT

Atthebeginning of20*^ century, the imagists, consisting ofagroupofAnglo-
Americanpoets with Ezra Pound as the leading figure emerged. This group
of poets posed an attack on every aspect of romanticism. This group
encouraged the use ofexperimental form in poetry md promoting the 'verse
libre' poetic technique they recognized the use oftraditional form in Thomas
Hardy's poem that break away from the 'sentimental optimism and nostalgia
of Romantics and symbolist, giving the poems 'a modernistic clarity of
vision' (Williams, 1946, p. 17). As the name suggest, the image become the
central element in the imagist poetry. The main point of imagism itself
centers on the 'image' itself, clearly stated by the poets' to recreate an
otherwise inexpressible and unique experience of the insight" (William,
1946,p.18and Hughes, 1960,p.43)

This essaydiscusses the role of poetic imagesin theworks of early imagist
poets. The discussion covers the analysis on the poems written by Ezra
Pound, H.D., Richard Aldington and William Carlos Williams with the focus
how the images function in the selectedpoems.

Keywords: poetic images, imagist poetry

A. Imagism

The imagist movement was inspired by T.E Hulme's idea on modem
poetry. He rejected the literary convention ofVictorian era and the basic tenets of
romantic poetics. Hulme attacked the vague use of symbolism in poetry; he
emphasized on the point "No moralizing tone; no reflection on human
experience...; no striving for the spiritual; no fixed metre or rhyme - but a rhythm
organic of to the image itself, no narrative - it needs none; no vagueness of
abstractions- itwould destroy theimage'.Hulme asserts thatsymbolism develop a
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'barrier to genuine poetic discourse'. He countered romantic sentimeiitalism and
, the idea that -individual is an infinite reservoir'. Individual is "extraordinarily
fixed and limited animal whose nature is absolutely constant and stated that".. .a
periodof dry,hard, classicalverse is coming. This ideawassharedandadoptedby
Ezra Pound as the leading figure of imagist movement. (Williams, 1987,p. 17and
Hughes, 1960,p.l0-13).

The imagists considered the previous generation of poet produced *a
doughy,mess of third hand Keats, Wordsworth, heaven knows what, fourth hand
Elizabethan sonority blunted, half melted, lumpy'. Hulme and Pounds offered
Grecian classicism and the early Japanese short poetry. Haiku as alternative
models to romantic tradition (Williams, 1987, p.l8).. In 1912, Ezra Puund, H.D.,
and Richard Aldington proposed the three principle of imagism :'l) Direct
treatment of the 'thing' whether subjective or objective, 2) To use absolutely no
word that does not contribute to the presentation, 3) As regarding rhythm: to
compose in the sequence of the musical phrase, not in sequence ofa metronome.
(Pound, 1972,p.58).

The imagist credo appeared in the anthology 'Des Imagistes', and stated
the following six principles:

1. To use the language ofcommon speech, but to employ always the exact word,
not thenearly exact, ormerely decorativewords 2. To create new rhytm - as
the expression ofnew moods

3. Toallowfor absolute freedomin the choice ofsubject
4. Topresent an image (hence the name imagist). Weare not a school ofpainters,

but we believe that poetry should render particulars exactly and not deal in
vague generalitie, however magnificent and sonorous

5. To produce poetry that is hard, clear, never blurred nor indefinite

6. Finally,.. .concentration is the very essenceofpoetry (Dilley,2000,p. 5).

The Imagists attacked symbolism and emotionalism and rejected any
concem forparticularlypublic voiced aspresented bytheromantic poets. Thetenet
of imagism is 'a widespread belief,feltinavariousways,thatforpoetryto function
as it should, it mustbe freedfroman unhealthystrongcommitment to the feelings
and the passions of its time. Pound asserts that modem poetry should be
:'objective, no slither; direct - no excessive use of adjective, no metaphor that
won'tpermit examination...straight as the Greek!"(Williams, 1946,p.17)
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B. PoeticImagesinlmagistPoetry

Williams explains that modernist poets give emphasis to the language and
foreground the language is such a way to make it the most significant point. The
language is fore grounded for aesthetics purposes. Modernist writing, thus,
foregrounds itselfas a text. The creative process becomes the object ofthe works.
Therefore, the poem is about how it is constructed and how it connotes meaning.
Presenting an object using a poetic image is one of the ways language is fore
grounded). The object itselfis presented clearly and the words denote the object as
it is through the clarity resulted from the image (Miall and Kuiken, 1994).

The role ofimage in the creative process and aesthetic experience was first
stressed by Thomas Hobbes who defined the image as a connecting link between
experience and knowledge (Frazer, in Petrzykowska, 2002, p.141).He asserted that'
images were registered in mind through sensations; an object perceived caused an
impression or print which would convey the idea ofthe subject to the mind (Frazer,
in Petrzykowska, 2002, p.141). Image in this sense acquired the meaning ofa vast
storage ofpast experiences that a poet is then free to recall in a frenzy ofhis artistic
creation. Hobbes stated, 'For after the object is removed, or the eye shut, we still
retainan imageofthe thingseen, thoughmore obscurethanwhen we see it (Hobbes
1972:63). Shklovsky defines poetry as a special way of thinking in image, a way
which permit what is generally called " economy " of the mental effort", a way
whichmakes sensationofthe relativeeaseoftheprocess (Shklovsky,1965,p.5).

Lewis describes imagesas pictures created from words. Image appeals not
only to visual sight but also to our sense oftouch, smell, and hearing. Every image,
emotional or intellectual one, has some trace of the sensuous in it ^ewis,
1947,p.l9). Furbank explains that image may invoke senses individually or in a
combined way - synaesthesia.Different readersmay have different responses to a
particular image. What is primarily visual image for one reader may be primarily
auditory for another reader. The artists cannot 'control' the nature of readers'
responses to certain images. What they can 'control' is the form of the response
(Furbank, I970,p.l0)

The impression left Poetic image serves another function as snapshot that
frames the uniqueness ofmoment or event that happen in an instance oftime, and
making the scene last longer in a mental picture. The actual scene is gone, yet it is
preserved in poetry.
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Inthepoem'ORead'HDcaptures thescene ofthewhirling seabydenoting
thewhirlingwavesasthepines..

Oread

Whirl upsea-Whirl yourpointedpines,Splash yourgreatpines
On ourrocks

Hurl yourgreen over us,

Cover us with your pools offir

(H.D., TheNortonAnthology ofAmerican Literature,6th ed.p. 1305)

The whirling up the sea may happen in an instance oftime. The scene ofthe
whirlingseais capturedin poeticimage,usingan unlikelyjuxtapositionofseaand
pine. Readers arebrought toexperience theuniqueness ofthemoment eventhough
theseahas stoppedwhirlingandthewavehas stoppedsplashingona rock.It is like
when we take a photographof a particularmoment,graduationfor example. The
happiest moment is'preserved by the picture. Wecan still memorize the event and
keep thephotograph as remembrance of theevent. Thecomplexity of sea, pines,
and nynips fuse as image. The image comes not firom individual key words or
vague feeling, but from the way all the elements are related and makes up the
overall image.

Thecapturing of a sceneis alsoobvious EzraPounds shortpoem"At the
station ofthe Metro'

The apparition ofthese faces in the crowd

Petals onawet,blackbough •
(Pound, in Furbank 1985,p.15)

Thevision ofthe apparition in the dark occurs injust an instance timeas the
metro moves on quickly,only a glimpse of 'the apparition' is capturedyet it makes
deep impression in the memory. The vision is thuskept in the poetic image in the
twolinesofpoem,whichadoptthe formof JapaneseHaiku.Thesetwoshortlines
offersurpriseto the readers. Thebrevityandthe clarityit provideexcitement. The
stationofmetropresentsscenesin whichpeoplemovingandgoingin swiftly. It is
impossible tostopthemovement. Astriking sceneofthe 'apparition'iscaptured in
asnapshot, usinga sharp concentrated language thatcreates deep impression.

Bothpoets work with metaphor to present the beauty ofthe objects. They
both pairunlikely different object tocreate asingle image directly. Pound explains
thatpoetry mustbeable topresent objectdirectlyjust likeaplastic art.Since poetry
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concerns with visible world, it requires metaphor to make comparison (Furbank,
1970, p. 39). Poets work with the name ofobject md property. His or her job is to
arrange these name so as to *cast a more define image than a layman can cast'.
Painter or sculptor can create an object alone artistically while poet cannot present
one object without the aid of other objects. They need to present their distinct
beauties by 'mentioning them close together' or by drawing metaphor, in which
they present two different things to make up single image. (Furbank, 1970,p.40)

In the poem 'Oread' we do not find separate images ofthe whirling sea and
pine. Instead, we find the single image ofthe whirling sea with the wave moving like
thepointing ofpine swaying in thewind. We ^so find a single image ofbeautiful
faces in the dark in the Poem 'in the station ofThe Metro' instead ofseparate image
of 'the apparition' and 'petal'. The metaphors in these poems are like colors in •'
painting that compose the whole object. If we treat words or metaphor as color,
image is the composition of the whole colours as object. The image of 'pine' and
'petal' as metaphors, superimposed by the sea and apparition ofthese faces to create
singleimage,donotfunctionas ornamentbut as the objectofthepoems.

If HD and Pound present single scene in their snapshot, William Carlos
William in his poem" 'Spring and All' captures different scenes. He captures one
scene and move quickly to another scene. In O'read, the space is limited and then
there's only one vision captured. In William Carlos Williams' "Spring and All"
different scene occurs one after another in a quick movement. The poet describes
the different vision he captures while driving a car. So the images seem to move so
quickly as the car moves. In this poem, William constructspoetics based upon the
visual image ofmovement.

By the road ofcontagious hospital
Under the surge ofthe blue

Mottled clouds driven from the

Northeast- a cold wind beyond, the Waste ofbroad, muddy fields

Brown with dried weeds, standing and fallen
All along the road the reddish

Purplish, forked, upstanding, twiggy
Stuffofbushes and small trees With dead, brown leaves under them

Leafless vines -

(Williams, The Norton Anthology of American Literature,6^ ed. Vol.D
p. 1268)
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Thisvisualfragment present tous a cinematicscenario,likea camerathat
record separate imageandjuxtapose differentobject in a series of snapshots. The
imagesare thenpresentedsimultaneously. The poet 'excise' one thing to turn into
another. Thepoet, asthespectatorcaughtupall thevisualoddthatcomein hiseyes
like a sequence of cinematic scene through the windows. Indeed, here Williams
makes the readers as kinesthetic spectator when he renders the object that he sees
from the window of the moving car. McCabe states that this poem 'enact and
expose a 'cleavage', which much like the notion of suture, points toward a self-
referential gap between signifier and signified in the act of montage'(Mc Cabe,
2005,p.93).

Poetic images m^e ordinary object unfamiliar. Poet defamiliarises
ordinary andmakes itnewandmoreappealing toreaders. Readers seetheobject in
a different way. Theobjectisnotnewatall.This iswhatis called"estrangement'or
'defamiliarisation' (Shlovsky,1965, p.18 ). Defamiliarisation enables readers to
see andthinkabout an objectin a different way, stimulating themto observe and
explore deeper into the object itself as it is. Defamiliarisation also makes readers
more curious about the object being presented, thus putting importance to the
subject itself andgivea sense of'mystery'.

Image frame the scene of an object using a set of concrete words that
stimulatesthe sense.Readersfocuson thewordsand figure themout in theirmind
and create a mental picture. This process ofvisualization makes the scene more
important andappealing asif it is secluded from thewhole world. Ordinary objects
thus appear new and fresh as it has never occurred before.

In thepoementitled"Willowpoem" we cansee that thepoet takea willow
tree as the subjectof the poem. The willow tree itself offersnothing special. It is
just a common willow tree that changes in appearance due to the course of the
season.

It is a willow when summer is over

A willowby the river

From which no leafhas fallen nor

Bitten by the sun
•Tumed orange or crimson

The leaves clingand grow paler,
Swingand grow paler
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Over the swirlingwater ofthe river

Asinothtoletgo,
They are so cool and so drunk with

. . The swirl ofthe wind and ofthe river

Oblivious to winter.

The last to let go and fall

Into the water and on the ground, Despite the changing of the season.
(Williams, Classic PoetrySeries, p.110)

As we see, the falling ofwillow leaves during autumn is somethingnormal.
However, the change ofcolour and the falling ofwillow leaves is made new to us,
taking readers to see it closer as if it is something new. In real life we seldom pay

•close attention to nature changing course. Everything seems normal and familiar.
Here, the image defamiliarises the phenomenon in a vivid way and make it more
appealing to our sense. The defamiliarisation make readers explore deeper the
object itself, see it as object and seek meaning in it. Through the image Williams
brings readers to contemplate something that we never realize to open our eyes to
see the surrounding. He brings us back to consciousness. Many people
uiiconsciously neglect ordinary things around them and find nothing interesting or
special in an object due to the knowing and familiarity of the objects.
Defamiliarisation makes people experience the 'artfulness* ofordinary objects as
stated by Shklovsky:

'Habitualisation devours works, clothes, furniture, one's wife, and the fear
of war.'Tfthe whole complex life of many people goes on unconsciously,
then such lives are as if they had never been, "and art exist that one may *
recover the sensation oflife; it exists to make one feels things, to make the
stone stony.The purpose ofarts is to impart the sensation ofthings as they are
known. The technique ofart is to make objects "unfamiliar*, to make form
difficult, to increase the difficulty and length of perception because the
process ofperception is an aesthetic end in itselfand must be prolonged.Art
is awayof experiencetheartfulnessof anobject:theobjectis not important.
By not naming the object and presenting filings as if the thing were
completelynew for him. '(Schlovsky, 1965,p. 12)

WilliamCarlos Williamswrote about the small detail ofour experience of
our everyday life to make people see, experience, taste and enjoy the world. He
brings readers to the scrutiny ofthe senses and makes us aware ofthe object itself.
Indeed, the poetry demands our attention to the uniqueness of life. He takes the
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material from the familiar and ordinary things of life. This makes poetry more
accessible for every person regardless their intellectual and education level. He
seems to make poetry not only .confmed to academics. Shklovsky further
explains,"An image isnotapermanent referent for those mutable complexities of
life which are revealed through it; its purpose isnot tomake usperceive meaning,
but to create special perception of the object -it creates a "vision" ofthe object
instead of serving as means for knowing it (Shklovsky, 1965, p.I8). Holcombe
recognizes the superiority of imagination over the discovery of science as it
provides a typeof knowledge 'superiorto thatof rational analysis. He asserts that
image inpoetry provide readers with 'a moment of illumination beyond normal
apprehension'. Images givereaders akindof 'sensibility'which cannotbefound in
daily life (Holcombe, 2007).

The deep impression left by the image in readers' mind is the effect that is
demianded byPound. Pound assert thatit is better to create an image thatlastfora
lifetime than creating avoluminous ofworks thatdonotleave any impression atall
(Hughes, 1960, p. 29). His statement implies that a beautifiil work is that which
give long-lasting impression and memoryin readers' mind. This can be achieved
throughthe use ofimage.

Poetic image is what makesa concept or phenomenon become concrete
and'tangible 'to readers. We cansaythatpoetic image isconcretization ofanidea;
itmakesaneventvisibleandcreatepictureinthemindofthereader. It isan indirect
way pf saying things in a more appealing way. In the poem HD describe the
devastation resulted bytheWorldWar II,specifically during theLondon Blitz. The
destruction ismade concrete inourmind trough theimage, using concrete words.
The image here evokes the sense of destruction and desolation. Readers are
brought to see thesituation of London after the attack. Mistandgrey brings the
sense ofdesolation. 'The mist and grey' may come from the dust mixed with the
smoke from the explosion. HD brings readers not only to see but also to feel the
silence left after the blitz in which nothing remains. The falling of the rain
strengthens thesense ofdesolation and mourning. Thelastlineofthepoem itself
suggestthebasicideaof the imagistpoemitselfthat nowwhat is sealedaridclosed
is now open for people to see clearly what is inside as the froof fallen". The
concreteness makeshumancanperceivesandcomprehend.

The vision of destruction and sense of desolation evoked by this poem
create a special mood in the poem. The image, despite evoking the sense of
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mourning did not convey emotion; The concretization of the destruction in the
aftermath ofanattackmakesthepoemfreefromsentimental emotion, yet it isquite
powerful in arousing readers' emotion, as they see and feel the destruction.
Readers, in this caseare positioned as witnessto a scene.The idea is embodiedin
the overall image. The image takenas a whole presents a metaphor and evoke
meaning tothereaderstocontemplate.Anincidenthereandthere.

And rails gone (for guns)
From your (and my) old town square:

Mist and mist-grey, no colour,
Still the Luxor bee, chick and hare

Pursue unalterable purpose

In green, rose-red, lapis;
They continue to prophesy

From the stone papyrus:

There, as here, ruins opens
Thetomb,the temple; enter,

There as here, there are no doors:

The shrine lies open to the sky,
The rain falls, here, there

Sand drifts; eternity endures:

Ruin everywhere, yet as the fallen roof

Leaves the sealedroom

Open to the air,
,(H.D,inJohnston, 2002,p. 37)

Mist and mist grey give impression ofgloominess and despair.The shrine
lies open to the sky evoke emptiness. HD compares the ruined London to an
Egyptian ruin. In a letter to Norman Holmes Pearson, she wrote: "The parallel
between ancient Egypt and 'ancient' London is obvious - in I, one, the fallen roof
leaves the sealed room open to the air' is ofcourse true ofour own house oflife -
outer violence touching the deepest hidden subconscious terrors, etc" (Johnston,
2002, p. 37).
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; The gloominess and devastation is intensified by the rain. Rain is
associated with sadness. Sealed room open to the sky brings readers to feel that
there is no moreshelter, no safe place to go for protection. Readersare brought to
witness the devastation and how terrible the condition is. The vision ofthe ruined

city sticks inthe readersmind andmake readers contemplate.The Poet does not say
directlyhow destructive the war is. Through the concrete image, the poem itself
has explained to the reader without being sentimental. We can find that there is no
emotive expression used. The image, as the object of the poem, is able to speak
more than itself. This image of destruction not only evoke feeling but also lead
readers to discover idea or meaning from it. The can see exactly what happens.The
poet does not give any explanation by simply stating that "war is so cruel and
inhuman'. Explanation is not necessary since readers are able-to make inference
and conclusion from the ^experience'.

None of the element in the line would make any impact if there is no
concreteimageofthe ruin, 'shrine lies open to the sky', and the rain.The imageis
emotionally appealing to the reader. However the emotion we feel is not the kind of
sentimental emotion invoke by the poetry of romantic poets. We feel a sense of
aesthetic experience. The image itself is not an idea. Image builds a concept in
readers mind through a set of picture. Readers are brought to see and hear what
happen. The whole image creates a unity that constructs the idea. Furbank explain
that ideas are 'not to be looked for and looked for only in a thing - not in what you
bring to things, but what you discover in them - then any explanation must be an
obstacle to perceiving them . It will represent precisely those preconceptions
which putveilbetweenhumanmind andthings'. Furbank further explainsthatpoet
grasp and make things appropriate in their uniqueness the 'thingness' is through
concreteness of the language. In this way, image brings words close to a thing,
which concretise a concept, making it more real, not abstract. This leads to clarity,
the poetic credoofimagistpoets: things but the things itself(Furbank, 1970,p.91).

One of the most outstanding poem that clarify the modem poetic credo of
imagism is the poem "Ars Poetica' written byAmerican Poet, ArchibaldMcLeish

Apoem should be palpable and mute
As a globed fruit,

Dumb

as medallions to the thumb
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Silent as the sleeve-wom Stone

Ofcasement ledges where the moss has grown-

APoem shouldbe wordless

As the flight ofbirds .
(McLeish, Classic Poetry Series,p.3)

Thispoemliterallymeansthat a poemshouldbe likethings in real life that
appealsdirectlytoour sense.Wecan see, feel, touch,smell,hearandexperienceit.
It should be free from any emotional or idea. It should be independent. It should not
be used to carry any message.

The first three lines bring us to the experience and sensatiori of touching
Suit and then the medallion, and bring us to lean on the window to touch the moss
covered stone. The fourth image makes us see the flock ofbirds. The poem left
behind with the sensation and memories ofthe images.

The poetic images presented in this poem serve as ^stimulus' that activate
our sense and bring us to thesensation ofseeing, hearing, touching and experience
things. The activation of the.sense create picture in reader's mind, so that they
obtain the ^sensational memory' of the image. This sensation and memory will
make readers explore the magic ofwords in sensation, making them feels as ifthe
find the meaning. However it is not the meaning flieyget, but the object itself. What
happen is that the poet just takes them to go deep into the mystery by making an
ordinary object appealing.

Writers use language in a special way to create a powerful image or picture
in the readers mind. Readers caii understand the writers feeling about certain
subject when they visualize the image or try to see the picture in their mind. This
stimulus also brings readers to experience an event or object in a concrete way.
Hence poetic image serves as the means ofconcretization. In HD poem 'The walls
do not fall'. The war is concretized by means ofdescription ofwhat happen in the
war, making the readers build the concept that it is the war and show them "war is
like this'. An abstraction ofthought is made concrete by the presentation ofimage.
As the object is concrete, the meaning is then clear, not vague, in accordance to the
ideal of the imagist that aims to compose poetry that is "hard and clear, never
blurred or indefinite' Johnston describes that the public social space "your and my
town square" represents merged or imdifferentiated consciousness. Even under the
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stress ofwar, the walls ofconsciousness that suggest the social boundaries between
selfand others are maintained (Johnston, 2002, p'.27)

According to Imagist Credo, thought can be treated as image. In the poem
Images ofWar, Soliloquy I, we can hear the poet's voice as he contemplate about
the death and the dead soldiers. We are involved in his thought. This makes us feel
as ifwe experienced what Aldington have in his mind. It is like sitting with him in
the trenches during the Great War and listening to him as he speaks his mind,
contemplating about the death and the dead soldiers. We try to feel as he feels when
he sees a dead soldier. The poet attitude when seeing a dead soldier "But munch my
sandwich stoically' and make a jokes" shows that the poet's emotion is not stirred
by the sight ofdead soldier being carried on stretchers by his comrades passing in
front ofhim. This suggest that in the war, death is something very common and not
to be mourned. Moving to the next line, however we can see what the poet dislike,
"The way they wobble'. The image in the last line shocked readers "not the
wobbling carrion roped upon a cart.

No, I'mnot afraid ofdeath

(not very much afraid, that is)
Either for others ormyself;

Can wait them coming from the line

On the wheeled silent stretchers

And not shrink.

But munch my sandwich stoically

And make ajoke, when "it" has passed.
But - the way they wobble! -

God, that makes one sick. •

Dead men shouldbe so still, austere,

Andbeautiful

Not wobbling carrion roped upon a cart....
Well, thank God for rum

(Aldington, in Hughes, 1960, p.93-94)

The sight ofthe dead soldier as "wobbling carrion roped upon cart' makes
us see and feel the tragedy ofwar which stirs our emotion. The poet is successful in
utterly representing the ordeal that the soldier experience in the war with such
honesty. The clear, sharp image of the thought and the scene of the death carried
neither emotion nor lamentation. We can also find no heroic tone inherent in the
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poem. The poet seems to demonstrate passive and *cold'reaction to the tragedy but
the image itselfspeaks to us more that what it presents. The sharp vision ofthe dead
evokes a sense of pity as well as-hortor despite.the stem and cynical tone it
embodies.

In another poem written by Richard Aldington, Images ofWar, we can see
the vivid detail ofwar in Soliloquay II. I was wrong, quite wrong:

The dead men are not always carrion.

After the advance,

AS we went ftirough the shattered trenches

Which the enemy had left,

We found, lying upon the fire step,

A deda English soldier.

His head bloodily bandaged
And his closed left hand touching the earth.
More beautiful than one can tell,

More subtly coloredthan the perfect Goya,
AndmoreAustereand lovely in repose
Than Angelo's hand could ever carve in stone

(Aldington, inHughes,1960,p.93-94)

The image of a dead Britishsoldier speaksabout the cataclysm of war in
concrete and honest way. We see an English soldier with his head in bloody
bandage,suggesting that he was shot on the head. Our attention is centeredupon
the "beautiful vision of the dead soldier'. In contrast to the horrible vision of the

dead soldier in Soliloquy I as carrion, the dead soldier in Soliloquy meets his
expectation he says in Soliloquy I ,"Dead men should be still, austere and beautiful.
We can see indeed the vision of the dead man in a 'beautiful' nature. The dead
soldier is said to be more beautifulthan the 'perfect Goya' andAngelo's beautiful
carving. The vision is sharply presented in fi-ont of our eyes, bringing us to
contemplate and evoke sense ofpity and honor in our heart.

The clarityofthe imagespresentedin SoliloquyI and U are emotionally
appealing to the. readers. However the emotion we feel is not the kind of
sentimental emotioninvokedby the poetry of romanticpoets, which the imagists
reject. Through the image, poet presents the idea or a concept in a natural and
objectiveway, as it is, andmorehonest.Here,thepoetpositionsherselfas observer
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or and participant of the event. He does not give any judgment or involve his
,sentimentaI emotionin the presentation. Theuse imagedistances the poetemotion
andmakes thepoetstandoutside thework, making reality moreobjective. Taking
the entire image together, the readers can build up the constructof event in their
mind. We alsoseeherethatthepoetisfreefrom theburden of"moralizing toneand
emotion', which is presented by the romantic poets. Poet, like Aldington can
liberate his mind from sentimental emotion andleavethemeaning of thepoemto
thereaders tocontemplate. Holcombe ( 2007) recognises theimportance of image
in providingfreedom for the poets. The relianceon imagesprovidedpoets with
these types offreedom:
1. Poems could dispense with classical rhetoric, emotion being generated much

more directlythroughwhat Eliot calledan objectivecorrelate: "Theonly way
of expressing emotionin the formofart is by finding an 'objective correlative';
in other words, a set ofobjects, a situation, a chain ofevents which shall be the
formula of that particular emotion; such that when the external facts, which
must terminatein sensory experience, are given, the emotionis immediately
evoked." {10}

2. By beingshorn of contextor supporting argument, images could appear with
fresh interest and power.

3. Thoughtscouldbe treated as images, i.e. asnon-discursiveelements that added
emotional colouring withoutissuesoftruthorrelevanceintrudingtoomuch.

C. Conclusion

The poetic image in the imagist poems play important role as the centre of
theimagistpoetitself. Itoffers readers with theclarity oftheobjectbeing presented
through the concretization and defamiliarisation. The 'direct treatment of the
Thing' and the economy of language are really effective to avoid sentimental
emotion. Despite theabsence ofromantic sentimentalism, theimage in theworkof
imagistpoetisable toevoke readers' emotion and bringreaders tocontemplateand
seekmeaning oftheirown. It does notmean thatpoetic image make imagistpoetry
lack of power and emotion. Thevividness of the image provides the poetry with
potentialenergyand emotionthatcanbe strongerthanthesentimentalism inherent
in romantic poetry. It offers as many implications as readers can bring. Poetic
images, thus, can speak more, beyond what it offers.
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Directness in_the presentation of image enables readers to see particular
object clearlyjust like when we see apainting ofan object.The composition ofthe
element such as colour, lilies and perspective present to us the object as it is and is
visibleto us directly. The imagistpoets want readers to see or experience the object
directlywithout any vagueness.They 'render particulars exactly and not deal with
vague generalities" (O'Connor, 1948, p.ll5) Vagueness, for them will not any
impression in the readers mind. The artistic poetry for them means the work can
leave deep impression and stick to their memory.The sharp and vivid image can
provide this demand of impression. When readers can see and actualize the
stimulus in his body in mind, they can enter the world ofpoetry in enjoyment and
explore the charm and wonder of the world around them. Poet's conveying the
sense rather than the knowledge of the things giyes readers more freedom to
explore and seek meaning for themselves.
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